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Abstract: Plant varieties resistant to insect pests are a critical component of integrated pest
management, but challenges associated with plant breeding for insect resistance, such as a long
breeding cycle duration and low trait heritability, slow progress in the field. In this study, we tested
two novel selection schemes to improve genetic gain for resistance to the major pest, the striped
cucumber beetle (Acalymma vittatum), in squash (Cucurbita pepo, e.g., zucchini). First, we tested an
indirect selection scheme using a proxy insect with correlated resistance phenotypes, Trichoplusia ni,
in place of the seasonally available A. vittatum. We found that while resistance to herbivory by
T. ni was heritable, there was no reciprocal benefit for resistance to A. vittatum. Second, we tested
genomic selection, a method that allows for selection without phenotyping every generation, for both
resistance to A. vittatum directly and resistance to the proxy T. ni. Although there was moderate
genomic predictive ability, we did not observe realized gains from selection in field trials. Overall,
strategies that minimize investment in direct phenotyping, leverage efficiencies from phenotyping
correlated traits, and shorten breeding cycle duration are needed to develop insect resistant varieties,
and this study provides examples and empirical data of two such approaches deployed in an applied
breeding program.

Keywords: vegetable breeding; insect resistance; genomic selection; plant–insect interactions; squash;
striped cucumber beetle; Acalymma vitattum

1. Introduction

Development and cultivation of varieties resistant to insect damage is a cornerstone of integrated
pest management [1], yet the use of resistant fruit and vegetable crops is limited [2]. Successful
breeding for resistance to insect pests has been largely restricted to cases where the genetic architecture
is oligogenic and heritability is high, as in gene-for-gene interactions in some hemipteran and dipteran
pests [3]. For many other pests, such as beetles (Coleoptera), plant breeders are challenged by factors
including quantitative inheritance, low heritability, and limited knowledge of resistance mechanisms [4].
Thus, improved plant breeding strategies are needed to increase genetic gain in an economically
viable manner.

The amount of genetic gain plant breeders can attain by selection is governed by trait heritability,
phenotypic variance, and selection intensity [5]. Broadly, heritability can be improved through enhanced
phenotyping and experimental design [6]; however, if phenotyping insect resistance relies on natural
pest infestation, the degree to which heritability can be improved may be limited due to stochastic
fluctuations in pest density or confounded by pest behaviors (e.g., aggregation). As a consequence,
plant breeders may instead evaluate and select upon correlated traits, such as defensive chemistry [7,8]
or physical defenses [9,10]. When correlated traits have a shared genetic basis, comparable or higher
heritability, or more individuals can be phenotyped in a high-throughput manner, indirect selection on
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those traits can translate to greater genetic gain [11]. A barrier to this method is that correlated traits
may not be identified, and mechanism discovery may be beyond the scope of some breeding programs.

In applied breeding programs, the most relevant metric for assessing success is genetic gain per
unit time [12]. Decreasing breeding cycle duration may also be more accessible than other strategies;
for instance, increasing selection intensity may require larger populations and field space [13].
One readily apparent solution for breeding for insect resistance would be incorporating, or exclusively
using, indirect selection on traits that allow for more generations of selection per year than would be
possible with direct phenotyping. Another method increasingly used in breeding programs is genomic
selection, a method with the goal to increase genetic gain in a shorter time span, in part by allowing for
population advancement without phenotyping [14]. Thus, phenotypes that are difficult or expensive
to measure, such as insect resistance, are likely to benefit from genomic selection [15,16]. However,
genomic selection for insect resistance has received little attention compared to more widespread
application for traits like yield and disease resistance [17]; we are aware of a single study of resistance to
the pine weevil (Pissodes strobi, Coleoptera: Curculionidae) in Norway spruce (Picea abies) [18]. Overall,
methods that decrease breeding cycle duration, and shift (indirect selection) or reduce (genomic
selection) phenotyping should be explored to improve breeding for resistance to insect pests.

We tested such selection methods in an applied breeding program for Cucurbita pepo (e.g.,
zucchini) resistance to a major agricultural pest, the striped cucumber beetle, Acalymma vittatum
(Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae). Acalymma vittatum causes damage through herbivory of all plant tissues
in both larval and adult stages [19], and vectors disease-causing bacteria (Erwinia tracheiphila [20])
as well as seed-transmissible Squash mosaic virus [21]. There is variation for leaf damage by adult
beetles in C. pepo cultivars [22,23] at economically meaningful levels [24]. However, there are
numerous challenges to breeding for resistance to leaf damage. First, A. vittatum adults group in
pheromone-mediated aggregations [25], amplifying spatial variation in damage and thus decreasing
heritability. In addition, maintaining A. vittatum colonies large enough to screen breeding populations
is prohibitive, so phenotypic selection typically occurs only once per year during natural A. vittatum
field infestation and carries risks of failure due to disease occurrence. Finally, accurately measuring
damage is time-intensive and requires trained observers, making phenotyping a significant investment.
Overall, there is a clear need for innovative methods to increase genetic gain for resistance that is
sensitive to low heritability, mitigates risks of beetle-vectored disease, and decreases cycle length in a
manner that is attainable for applied breeding programs.

One approach would be to indirectly select for resistance to leaf damage by A. vittatum based on a
correlated trait. Unfortunately, mechanisms of leaf resistance to A. vittatum have yet to be characterized
in cultivated C. pepo. Cucurbitacins, bitter triterpenoids of the Cucurbitaceae that A. vittatum seeks
and sequesters for its own defense [26], are not found in leaves of cultivated C. pepo [27,28], nor do
other traits frequently associated with resistance like nutrient content and leaf thickness [28,29] affect
leaf attack. As a result, there is not a chemical or physical leaf trait can be targeted for indirect
selection. However, we previously observed that resistance to Trichoplusia ni (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae),
an occasional herbivore of squash [30], and A. vittatum were highly correlated at the cultivar level
(rP = 0.893); increased resistance to T. ni larvae (reduced performance as measured by larval mass) is
associated with increased resistance to A. vittatum (reduced leaf damage) [28]. In addition, C. pepo
resistance to T. ni can be evaluated on small plants in controlled environments year-round as T. ni
are available through commercial sources, making it a promising ‘proxy’ chewing insect to use in a
rapid-cycling indirect selection scheme.

We also evaluated the gain from genomic selection for resistance to A. vittatum. The benefits
of genomic selection are magnified in this system in both allowing for additional generations of
selection per year and also for alleviating issues with seasonal A. vittatum availability and plant
disease transmission. In the only other genomic selection study, we are aware of, for insect resistance,
the authors demonstrated a prediction accuracy of 0.83 for resistance to pine weevils in Norway spruce
with a multi-trait prediction model incorporating traits correlated to resistance (e.g., tree height),
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although realized gains were not measured [18]. More specifically to this system of study, genomic
selection has been shown to be a viable method for improving other quantitative fruit quality traits in
Cucurbita spp. [31].

To test selection methods for reducing breeding cycle time and increasing genetic gain for resistance
to A. vittatum in C. pepo, we developed a biparental intermated C. pepo population between a susceptible
and resistant cultivar, selected for two generations, and measured realized gains. In testing indirect
selection through use of T. ni as a proxy, we hypothesized that there would be a shared genetic basis of
resistance between T. ni and A. vittatum, and that resistance to T. ni would have greater heritability than
that of A. vittatum damage due to the inability of T. ni larvae to move between plants. We also predicted
that genomic selection with models developed from both A. vittatum and T. ni phenotypes would lead
to population improvement. Overall, these methods tested different strategies to develop resistant
varieties through reducing breeding cycle length and were evaluated in an applied breeding program.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plants

All germplasm was sourced from the Cornell University breeding program. This includes
population founders, the susceptible Cucurbita pepo ssp. pepo cv. Black Beauty (zucchini), and resistant
C. pepo ssp. ovifera (syn texana) cv. Success PM (summer squash), the intermated F2 population as the
base population, and all derived populations. The selection scheme shown in Figure 1. All plants were
started from untreated seeds in the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station greenhouses
(Ithaca, NY, USA) and grown with a 16 h day, 8 h night photoperiod with supplemental lighting and
temperatures of 27 ◦C and 21 ◦C, respectively. Plants used in founder phenotype evaluations, T. ni
indirect selection and common garden experiments, and genomic selection were sown individually
into 10 cm pots and kept in the greenhouse. Plants used in A. vittatum realized gain field trials were
sown into 72-cell trays in the greenhouse and subsequently transplanted in certified organic fields of
the Homer C. Thompson Vegetable Research Farm (Freeville, NY, USA, 42◦31′05.7” N 76◦20′07.1” W).
Plants had 1to 3 fully expanded true leaves at the beginning of assays.
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Figure 1. Diagram of selection schemes. The (a) T. ni training population and starting material for the
indirect selection scheme, (b) A. vittatum training population, and (c) starting material for the genomic
selection schemes were sourced from the base population. The dashed arrows represent source of
germplasm, and the solid arrows represent a generation of selection. The type of selection is described
above the solid arrows.
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2.2. Acalymma vittatum Assays

All Acalymma vittatum used in field evaluations were naturally occurring adult populations at the
Homer C. Thompson Vegetable Research Farm. For greenhouse assays, A. vittatum were collected up
to 24 h before trials commenced. Resistance to A. vittatum was measured as leaf damage to plants;
not mass, as adult mass is fixed. Leaf damage was both visually estimated as percent defoliation,
and measured from photographs using ImageJ [32].

2.3. Trichoplusia ni Assays

Eggs were supplied from a colony maintained at Cornell University (Dr. Ping Wang, Cornell
AgriTech, Geneva, NY, USA) and held in a 30 ◦C growth chamber. Immediately upon hatching, 2 to
3 neonates were applied to the newest fully expanded true leaf of plants in the greenhouse. Plants
were then individually enclosed in a mesh sleeve (30 cm × 18 cm) and watered daily. After five days,
larvae were removed from plants, placed in Eppendorf tubes, frozen, and weighed (AT21 Comparator
Microbalance, Mettler-Toledo, Columbus, OH, USA). Resistance to T. ni was quantified by larval mass,
a metric of T. ni performance [28].

2.4. Founder Phenotypic Evaluation

While previous work had established that C. p. pepo cultivars are more susceptible to A. vittatum
(greater leaf damage) [22,23] and to T. ni (T. ni sustain greater larval growth) [28] than C. p. ovifera,
we tested differences between the two specific founders for both metrics. We evaluated A. vittatum leaf
damage in paired choice tests. In June 2018, one plant of each founder was placed 25 cm apart in a
25 cm × by 30 cm mesh bag, five beetles were added, and leaf damage was visually estimated after 48 h.
Thirty-one pairs were evaluated over four temporally separated blocks each with six to nine replicates
each. Differences in estimated leaf defoliation between founders were assessed with a linear mixed
effects model with founder genotype and block as fixed effects, individual pairing nested within block
as a random effect. To test for differences in resistance to T. ni, we measured T. ni larval mass on a total
of 25 plants of the susceptible and 20 of the resistant founder in two blocks in January 2018. Average
mass of recovered larvae was analyzed as a linear model with fixed effects of the genotype and block.

2.5. Indirect Selection Using Resistance to Trichoplusia ni

Two generations of indirect selection based on resistance to T. ni were conducted (Figure 1a).
In March 2018, 131 plants from the base population were evaluated in an augmented incomplete block
design of seven blocks of 18 to 20 base population plants each with both founders as checks. Mass of
T. ni larvae was measured from each plant (most had 2 to 3 larvae). Best linear unbiased predictors
(BLUPs) were calculated for T. ni mass with random effects of genotype and block, and fixed effect of
the checks, and then deregressed [33].

The 15% of individuals (n = 20) with lowest BLUPs (most resistant to T. ni; lowest T. ni larval
mass) were randomly intermated with one pollination per plant to complete the first generation of
phenotypic selection and create “TniPS1”. Seeds from TniPS1 were then mixed in equal numbers
per maternal genotype, and a second generation of phenotypic selection was conducted in July 2018.
An augmented incomplete block design was used with 14 blocks of 14–15 TniPS1 plants (n = 209 total),
and with a check of each founder per block. Using BLUPs calculated by the same method, the best
29 plants (14%) were randomly intermated to create “TniPS2”. Seeds of TniPS2 were then mixed in
equal numbers per maternal genotype for subsequent evaluation.
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2.6. Genomic Selection Training Population Evaluation

2.6.1. Resistance to T. ni

The base population used in the first generation of T. ni phenotypic selection was used as the
T. ni genomic selection training population (Figure 1a). The BLUPs described above (TniPS1) were
used for training genomic selection models, and tissue was collected for DNA extraction from the
131 individuals.

2.6.2. Resistance to A. vittatum

Individuals from the base population were evaluated in the field for resistance to A. vittatum to
provide phenotypes for training the A. vittatum genomic selection model (Figure 1b). The field was
prepared by creating four raised bed rows running east to west with black plastic mulch and drip
irrigation spaced 2.1 m apart. The A. vittatum training population was then transplanted into the
field in June 2018 with 0.45 m between individual plants in an augmented incomplete block design.
Each of the four rows was split into two blocks (north and south), and founder checks were included in
each block. Although only 190 plants could be genotyped in the training population, 240 plants were
transplanted (60 per row) to create a buffer for plant or sample loss associated with transplanting or
causes unrelated to beetle damage. Plant damage was evaluated once founder checks had substantial
differences in defoliation, July 2018, and tissue was collected for DNA extraction.

Best linear unbiased predictors were calculated from the 209 phenotyped individuals for the
following response variables were used: estimated percent leaf defoliation (%), actual measured
percent leaf defoliation (%), log(actual measured percent leaf defoliation), and actual measured leaf
defoliation (cm2). The models had random effects of genotype, row, and block nested within row
and a fixed effect of the checks. Broad sense heritability (H2) and phenotypic correlations were also
calculated, and deregressed BLUPs were used to train the A. vittatum genomic selection model.

2.7. Genotyping and SNP Calling–Training Populations and Genomic Selection

DNA was extracted from all populations with a Qiagen DNeasy 96 Plant kit from lyophilized
tissue according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). 192-plex GBS library
preparation was done at University of Wisconsin-Madison Biotechnology Center (Madison, WI, USA),
and the libraries were sequenced at Cornell University Biotechnology Resource Center (Ithaca, NY,
USA) on an Illumina NextSeq 500 (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) with single-end 75 bp reads.

Reads were aligned to the most recent Cucurbita pepo genome (v4.1) [34] with the ‘bwa’ aligner
in the GBSv2 pipeline in TASSEL 5 [35], and 129,953 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were
called. SNPs were filtered to be biallelic, minor allele frequency of 0.05, and missing in less than 50% of
samples with VCFtools [36], leaving 22,213 SNPs. Then, only the 16,052 SNPs polymorphic between
the population parents were retained. Finally, missing genotypes were imputed with an accuracy of
87% with LB-Impute, imputation software developed for biallelic populations, with a window size of
five [37].

2.8. Genomic Selection

Two genomic selection models were trained with phenotypic data from the A. vittatum and T. ni
training populations. For both, previously described BLUPs were used as phenotypes and there
were 190, 130 individuals with both phenotypes and genotypes for A. vittatum and T. ni, respectively.
Predictive ability of different genomic selection statistical models were evaluated in the R package
PopVar [38] with five-fold cross-validation and 100 replications. Ultimately, genomic BLUP (GBLUP)
was used to train the genomic selection model, and was implemented in TASSEL 5 [35]. Narrow sense
heritability (h2) was also calculated in TASSEL 5 using the mixed linear model (MLM) function with
kinship derived from all genomic SNPs.
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Then, two generations of genomic selection based on the training models from both A. vittatum
and T. ni were conducted (Figure 1c). In Fall 2018, the first cycle of genomic selection began with sowing
190 seeds from the base population and selecting the best 23 (12%), 27 (14%) individuals based on the
genomic estimated breeding values (GEBVs) calculated from the A. vittatum and T. ni GBLUP models,
respectively. Within each population, individuals were randomly intermated. Seeds from pollinations
(AvitGS1 and TniGS1) were then mixed within selection models in equal numbers per maternal
genotype for the subsequent generation. In Spring 2019, another cycle of selection was conducted
on both populations using the same model. For the A. vittatum selection scheme, 190 individuals
were genotyped, and 31 (16%) were selected, and for the T. ni selection scheme, 174 individuals were
genotyped, and 19 (11%) were selected. Again, within each population, individuals were randomly
intermated and seeds from pollinations (AvitGS2 and TniGS2) were then mixed within selection models
in equal numbers per maternal genotype for subsequent evaluation. The resulting AvitGS2 and TniGS2
populations were not genotyped. After completing all cycles of selection, population differentiation
was visualized using principal component analysis of genome-wide SNPs in TASSEL, and quantified
by mean weighted FST values calculated in VCFtools [36].

2.9. Realized Gains from Selection

2.9.1. Resistance to Acalymma vittatum

Populations were evaluated for realized gain for resistance to A. vittatum from different selection
methods in the field during Summer 2019. The field was prepared with raised beds with drip irrigation
and black plastic mulch with each row spaced 3 m apart. Populations were evaluated in a randomized
complete block design of 20 plant plots with 0.45 m between plants in four blocks (rows). There were
sentinel plots of six individuals of each founder line at the end of each row to assess damage progression,
and plants were phenotyped when the susceptible founder had >50% leaf damage.

Populations were evaluated over two periods due to seed availability. First, the base population,
both T. ni phenotypically selected populations (TniPS1 and TniPS2), and both first generations of
genomic selection (TniGS1 and AvitGS1) were transplanted in June and evaluated in July. The second
set evaluated included the base population and all genomic selection populations (TniGS1, TniGS2,
AvitGS1, and AvitGS2), and was transplanted and evaluated in August. Resistance to A. vittatum
(measured percent damage) in each trial was modeled with a linear mixed effect model with a fixed
effect of population and random effect of block.

2.9.2. Resistance to T. ni

We assessed the effect of selection on resistance to T. ni in two common gardens. First,
both generations of T. ni phenotypic selection (TniPS1 and TniPS2) were compared to the base
population in Summer 2019. Then, in Fall 2019, both first generations of genomic selection (TniGS1
and AvitGS1) were compared to the base population. Two independent experiment iterations were
conducted for each common garden. In each iteration, we used a randomized block design to account
for spatial variation in the greenhouse, and there were four blocks with approximately 12 plants per
block. In sum, nBasePop = 87, nTniPS1 = 94, and nTniPS2 = 95 plants were evaluated in the first common
garden and nBasePop = 82, nAvitPS1 = 92, and nTniGS1 = 90 in the second common garden. All T. ni
that recovered from each plant were weighed together to calculate the average mass of the two to
three larvae. Differences in T. ni larval mass between generations or selection type was evaluated
separately by each common garden with the linear mixed effect model with fixed effects of genotype
and experimental iteration and a random effect of block, and an ANOVA was conducted on the
fixed effects.
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2.10. Statistics

All statistical analyses were conducted in R [39]. Linear models were assessed with the ‘lm’ function,
and linear mixed effect models were evaluated with the ‘lmer’ function R/lme4 [40]. Significance of
fixed effects was determined with ANOVA.

3. Results

3.1. Phenotypic Extremes in Population Founders

We first confirmed that founder genotypes of the population for the selection experiment had
substantial phenotypic differences in resistance to Acalymma vittatum and Trichoplusia ni. Indeed,
A. vittatum caused four times greater percent leaf damage (F1,56 = 47.53, p < 0.001), and T. ni larvae
attained 61.1% greater mass (F1,42 = 34.56, p < 0.001), on the susceptible than resistant founder.

3.2. Indirect Selection Approach

We tested an indirect selection approach for resistance to A. vittatum with resistance to a proxy
insect (T. ni) that had the potential to decrease breeding cycle duration, and was hypothesized to have
higher heritability than direct resistance to A. vittatum (Figure 1a). In phenotypically selecting the top
15% most resistant individuals (lowest T. ni larval mass) for two generations, we observed moderate
heritability (Table 1). Later, the base population and both generations of phenotypic selection were
evaluated in a common garden and there was a significant effect of selection (F2,269 = 5.64, p = 0.004).
Mean T. ni mass in base population was close to the mid-parent value (3.5% less), dropped after one
generation of selection (TniPS1, 15.4% less), reflecting increased resistance to T. ni, and was maintained
after another generation of selection (TniPS2, 15.5% less).

Table 1. Trichoplusia ni mass in each generation of indirect selection where lower mass indicates
increased resistance. µ0 refers to the mean of the evaluated population, µselected refers to the mean of
selected individuals, and H2 is the broad sense heritability on a plot basis.

Generation
As % Less than Mid-Parent As % Less than High Parent

H2

µ0 µselected µ0 µselected

Generation 1 (Base→ TniPS1) 1.04% 27.60% 23.69% 44.18% 0.228
Generation 2 (TniPS1→ TniPS2) 18.81% 59.40% 46.25% 73.12% 0.289

3.3. Genomic Selection Approach

We first phenotypically evaluated individuals from the base population to train genomic selection
models (Figure 1a,b). For the A. vittatum training population, of the three leaf damage resistance
metrics quantified, actual measured percent defoliation had the highest broad-sense heritability on
a plot basis (Table 2), even though estimated and actual percent damage were correlated (Pearson’s
r = 0.838, p < 0.001). The T. ni training population phenotype, mean larvae mass, had lower broad-sense
heritability than most A. vittatum phenotypes (Table 2). Although distinct individuals were used for
the base population and both training populations, the training populations are representative samples
of the base population (Figure 2a).

Different statistical methods for creating genomic selection models had similar cross-fold validation
accuracies (Figure 3), and thus GBLUP (equivalent to rrBLUP when the genomic relationship matrix
is used [41]) was chosen for future selection. Predictive ability was similar between the models
derived from each phenotype (resistance to A. vittatum: 0.248 ± 0.010; resistance to T. ni: 0.230 ± 0.018),
but resistance to T. ni had higher narrow sense heritability (h2 = 0.290) than resistance to A. vittatum
(h2 = 0.192).
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Table 2. Training population phenotypes where H2 refers to broad sense heritability on a plot basis
from phenotypes alone (genomic data not incorporated).

Training Population Phenotype H2

Acalymma vittatum Estimated percent leaf damage (%) 0.066
Measured percent leaf damage (%) 0.369

Log(Measured leaf damage) 0.314
Measured total damage (cm2) 0

Trichoplusia ni Larvae mass 0.228
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Genomic selection was then conducted (Figure 1c), and there was population differentiation from
one generation of selection (base to TniGS1: FST = 0.020; base to AvitGS1: FST = 0.031; Figure 2b).
While we predicted there would be shared genetic basis between resistance to T. ni and A. vittatum,
a completely different set of individuals were selected from the base population in the first generation
of genomic selection, leading to population divergence (FST = 0.059).

3.4. Realized Gains for Resistance to A. vittatum and T. ni

The response to selection for increased resistance to A. vittatum was mixed. In general, there was
no effect of either indirect or genomic selection, but in the second field experiment, TniGS1 and AvitGS1
sustained significantly less leaf damage than the other populations evaluated (Table 3). TniGS1 and
AvitGS1 were also evaluated in the greenhouse for realized gain from selection for resistance to T. ni
and there was no differentiation between either and the starting population (F2259 = 0.33, p = 0.72).
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Table 3. Realized response of resistance to A. vittatum (measured percent leaf damage) to selected
populations in field. Values with different letters in the same experiment indicate significant differences
as determined by the Tukey–Kramer honest significant difference test (p < 0.05).

Experiment Population Damage (%) SE Statistics

June 2019

Base 12.05 ± 2.90 a

F4,386 = 1.008 p = 0.403
TniPS1 14.71 ± 2.90 a
TniPS2 14.79 ± 2.90 a
TniGS1 11.85 ± 2.90 a
AvitGS1 14.35 ± 2.90 a

August 2019

Base 30.94 ± 5.07 b

F4,388 = 9.496 p < 0.001
TniGS1 17.32 ± 5.07 a
TniGS2 32.60 ± 5.06 b
AvitGS1 14.98 ± 5.06 a
AvitGS2 22.98 ± 5.06 ab

4. Discussion

Challenges associated with breeding for quantitative resistance to insect pests can be addressed
in part by testing methods to increase genetic gain in a time and cost-effective manner. In this study,
we evaluated new selection methods for resistance to the specialist insect pest, the striped cucumber
beetle (Acalymma vittatum) in squash (Cucurbita pepo, e.g., zucchini). Using a biparental population,
we conducted two generations of an indirect selection scheme using a proxy insect and genomic
selection. Overall, we had moderate predictive ability from genomic selection and mixed results of
realized gain from both selection schemes. This study highlights opportunities to incorporate new
selection methods for insect resistance into applied breeding programs, and provides specific insights
into future directions for breeding for resistance to A. vittatum.

4.1. Indirect Selection Approaches

We tested a novel indirect selection scheme by selecting C. pepo based on resistance to Trichoplusia ni,
as it is highly correlated with resistance to A. vittatum at the cultivar level (rP = 0.893) [28]. Trichoplusia ni
was chosen also because we predicted resistance to T. ni would have higher heritability than resistance
to A. vittatum, and up to three cycles of selection per year could occur (instead of one by phenotyping
A. vittatum damage in a single field season). Thus, we expected to observe gain from selection on the
measured trait of resistance to T. ni and the target trait of resistance to A. vittatum. We found that there
was heritable variation for resistance to T. ni and resistance increased by selection. However, contrary
to our predictions, heritability of resistance to T. ni was on par with that of A. vittatum, and we did
not observe strong evidence of genetic correlation and cross-resistance to A. vittatum. These results
indicate that resistance to T. ni and A. vittatum likely has distinct mechanistic bases.

While this study was predicated on the phenotypic correlation between traits, future work
would be more compelling if the genetic correlation was first concretely established. For instance,
estimating heritability and trait covariance from phenotyping both traits in structured populations,
like parent–offspring regression [11], or from investigating the underlying shared genetic basis using
genotypes and phenotypes with structural equation modeling [42]. Then, knowing those components,
the likelihood of success from selecting upon the correlated trait would be predictable. From the
heritability estimates derived from our genotyping and phenotyping associated with genomic selection,
we can now estimate that the genetic correlation would need to exceed rA > 0.8 to have the same
response for correlated and direct selection for resistance to A. vittatum. So, while resistance to T ni did
have slightly greater heritability than resistance to A. vittatum, it was not high enough to be productive
lacking a strong genetic correlation between traits.

More broadly, indirect selection is a promising method for breeding for the emergent trait of insect
resistance, but a major drawback to this approach is that the measured trait may only account for a
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portion of the variation in resistance to a herbivore (e.g., maysin, a defensive flavone in silk tissue of
Zea mays, to corn earworm [43,44]). Our study attempted to address this shortcoming by integrating
multiple potential resistance traits by selecting with a proxy insect, and is the first of its kind to our
knowledge. A critique may be to instead use insects more closely related to each other than those
used in our work. While both A. vittatum and T. ni share a feeding guild, and thus are exposed to
similar chemistry and defense signaling as compared to insects across guilds [45], A. vittatum has
developed specialized metabolism to counter defenses of Cucurbitaceae plants while the generalist
T. ni has not [46]. Thus, we may expect that employing organisms more closely related to A. vittatum
such as other Cucurbitaceae specialist beetles would have likely greater genetic correlation. However,
the drawback of using other specialized beetles is that they share similar barriers to genetic gain (e.g.,
ease of phenotyping) as A. vittatum; in contrast, experimenting with use of T. ni as a proxy eliminated
some of those barriers.

4.2. Genomic Selection Approaches

We also applied genomic selection, a method that can be especially important for phenotypes
that are difficult or expensive to measure [15,16], but has only been evaluated in one other instance for
insect resistance [18]. Our genomic predictive abilities were moderate and realized gains were mixed,
and several factors would have likely led to more successful outcomes. For instance, using replicated
inbred lines instead of a segregating population as a model training population would have likely
improved prediction accuracies. More broadly, while simulation studies indicate that traits with low
heritability (h2 = 0.2) will still lead to realized gains by genomic selection [47], there are few studies
that report empirical data [48]. In the studies that have reported realized gains for quantitative traits
(nutritional quality [49] and disease resistance [50]), trait heritability has been higher (h2 > 0.4).

4.3. Insights into Mechanisms of Resistance to A. vittatum and Future Breeding Directions

While the motivation of this study was to evaluate different selection methods, our observations
will influence future efforts to phenotype resistance to leaf damage by A. vittatum. In the A. vittatum
training population, we measured leaf damage by estimated percent damage rating, measured percent
damage, and amount of tissue consumed. The results demonstrated that measuring the exact percent
damage dramatically increased heritability, even though measured percent damage is highly correlated
with estimates, and estimates reliably distinguish differences in damage at the cultivar level [22,23].
As percent leaf area consumed is also the metric associated with economic loss [24], it may be
worthwhile for plant breeders to invest in precision phenotyping for this trait.

This work has also provided insight into mechanisms of A. vittatum host choice and resistance.
Leaf volume consumed and feeding efficiency are often important indicators of food quality for insect
herbivores [51], but we found that total leaf tissue area consumed by A. vittatum was not a heritable
trait. Intriguingly, we also previously found that T. ni did not differ in feeding efficiency across C. pepo
cultivars [28]. Instead, given that percent damage was heritable indicates that visual cues like green
leaf area or contrast may be important for host choice in A. vittatum, as it is for other Chrysomelid
beetles [52]. Additional support for the importance of visual cues in host choice is that A. vittatum does
not demonstrate host preference when plants are visually masked [25]. Nonetheless, continued work
to identify mechanisms of resistance to A. vittatum in C. pepo leaves, including through application of
transcriptomics and non-targeted metabolomic assays, is critical. Such mechanisms could then become
candidates for indirect selection or integrated into a multi-trait genomic selection scheme, as it has
been shown to increase genomic prediction accuracies for insect resistance [18].

5. Conclusions

In summary, we tested two selection strategies to accelerate genetic gain in improving C. pepo
resistance to A. vittatum. Both indirect and genomic selection schemes decreased the breeding
cycle length and had moderate predictive abilities, but had mixed realized gains from selection.
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While genomic selection model training could be improved through more precise phenotyping (e.g.,
of inbred lines) and realized gains may be evident in inbred lines derived from segregating populations
instead of the populations themselves, this study nonetheless provides an example of applying new
selection techniques and evaluating empirical results in an applied breeding program, and motivates
further work to elucidate molecular mechanisms of pest resistance. Overall, improving resistance
to insect pests is a persistent challenge for plant breeding, and implementing selection methods that
reduce breeding cycle duration may be a productive approach for improving genetic gain.
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